The center restored: Chicago's residential price gradient reemerges by Daniel P. McMillen





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0–18 0–6 6–9 9–12 12–18
miles miles miles miles miles
Sales price 106.983 136.343 97.411 109.558 95.785
($1,000) (105.901) (191.882) (55.544) (109.216) (61.940)
Log sales price 11.404 11.404 11.363 11.487 11.290
(0.582) (0.859) (0.510) (0.487) (0.621)
Distance from CBD 8.759 4.718 7.678 10.229 13.296
(miles) (2.561) (1.019) (0.793) (0.801) (0.955)
Lot size 4,158.77 3,345.72 3,958.15 4,469.70 4,963.86
(square feet) (1,500.40) (1,698.24) (901.86) (1,546.43) (2,061.32)
Building area 1,208.37 1,276.34 1,205.27 1,189.92 1,189.40
(square feet) (658.51) (674.09) (395.94) (915.16) (382.15)
Age (years in tens) 6.121 8.807 6.519 4.811 5.290
(2.326) (2.192) (1.864) (1.767) (2.100)
More than one story (%) 16.58 21.66 13.92 17.51 16.75
Number of observations 52,972 7,572 21,248 18,264 5,888






B. Hedonic sales price indexes
log sales price
A. Average quarterly sales prices
C. Hedonic and repeat sales price indexes











































































































































































































































































B. Hedonic and repeat sale city center
gradient indexes
log sales price
A. Hedonic city center gradients:
95% confidence intervals
log sales price














































































































Note: CBD is central business district.
distance from the CBD








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Mean Standard Coefficient Standard error
Constant 7.389* 0.329
Distance from city center 6.370 3.091 –0.401* 0.014
Census tract borders lake 0.048 0.214 –0.118 0.152
African-American 0.424 0.444 0.392* 0.117
Hispanic 0.193 0.263 0.876* 0.175
High-school dropout 0.226 0.103 0.536 0.413
Completed college 0.116 0.142 1.289* 0.422
Median income ($10,000) 2.475 1.133 –0.005 0.060
Poverty 0.249 0.200 1.052* 0.284
Vacant 0.105 0.083 1.781* 0.465
Owner-occupied 0.366 0.244 1.053* 0.256
Median house age (years) 44.121 9.651 –0.014* 0.003
Notes: The dependent variable is the estimated average growth rate in house sales prices between 1990 and 1996.
The mean of the dependent variable is 5.620 and the standard deviation is 1.574. There are 851 observations.
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